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Summary of Oral History Interview with Daniel Boutavant—ENGLISH 
 
Daniel Boutavant, born in August, 1934 in Cuiseaux, France – a small village in Saône-et-
Loire, near the Jura line, and between Louhans and Bourg-en-Bresse; spent his 
childhood in Mont-Saint-Vincent – a small village; speaking of war times; Daniel's father, 
Rémy Boutavant, was called up in 1939 and was taken as a prisoner of war in 1940; his 
father held prisoner in a special barrack for political prisoners — communists and union 
activists — which was in Hoyerswerda, on the border of Germany and Poland; Rémy 
participated in the "National Liberation Group"; his father was editor-in-chief of the 
underground daily paper L"Espoir; starting in 1942, the paper was launched in the camp 
— an issue is in the Museum of the Resistance; speaking of the Battle of Stalingrad; 
underground resistance groups; the paper was handwritten — seven contributors; 
Daniel receiving letters from his father every three months; his father being liberated on 
May 6, 1945 — his last camp was in Colditz; Daniel speaking of his father's letters; Daniel 
being in school; the liberation of his father; his father ended up at the Montchanin train 
station and called from the bakery; his father weighing only 56 kilos; his father speaking 
of his time in the camp — and of others in his camp; his father writing a book of his 
memories — Mémoires de vie; the family staying in Mont-Saint-Vincent until 1945; 
speaking of his grandparents and the demarcation line; speaking of road closures; Daniel 
knowing of two passeurs — they were professionals; knowing two Jewish families in 
Mont-Saint-Vincent — Mr. Curriel and the Lévy family and their son — arriving from the 
occupied zone in 1941; Daniel's family being atheist; Lévy family arriving from 
Montceau-les-Mines — a sister city to Mont-Saint-Vincent; the mayor at the time was 
pro-Pétain; denunciations; the mayor was one of the first collaborators killed in 1943 or 
1944 by the Maquis in Mont-Saint-Vincent — who hid in the Mont-Saint-Vincent 
foothills; the Lévy family renting a house; June 10, 1944 – the Germans arriving in Mont-
Saint-Vincent and taking ten hostages; Germans interrogating the mayor and also 
Daniel's mother; then, the Germans abruptly leaving the village; the importance of the 
Maquis — coming frequently to Mont-Saint-Vincent; the first parachute drops starting 
in 1942, 1943; the resistance; the maquisards; the military actions; speaking of the 
Réger brothers and the Lanu brothers; the Léger family hiding Jacques Duclos on their 
small isolated farm in Mont-Saint-Vincent; Jews being hidden in Mont-Saint-Vincent; 
Daniel speaking of the passeurs; speaking of those that collaborated with Pétain; 
speaking of an anti-Semitic poster in Mont-Saint-Vincent — was shown as a caricature 
of Jews with facial features accentuated; speaking of demonstrations; speaking of Petain 
and propaganda; speaking of his mother and the risks everyone took; recalling hearing 
anti-Semitic rhetoric — "It's the Jews who control industry and commerce, and who 
want the money"; people in the country leading a more simple life; the Jews were not 
persecuted in Mont-Saint-Vincent; the deportations of June 10, 1944 — deporting the 
youth of Mont-Saint-Vincent — only one returned; speaking of the Marillonnet brothers 
and another named Forest — all died from deportation 
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